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Aging and central vision loss are associated with cortical atrophies, but little is known about the relationship
between cortical thinning and the underlying cellular structure. We compared the macro- and micro-structure of
the cortical gray and superﬁcial white matter of 38 patients with juvenile (JMD) or age-related (AMD) macular
degeneration and 38 healthy humans (19–84 years) by multimodal MRI including diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI).
A factor analysis showed that cortical thickness, tissue-dependent measures, and DTI-based measures were sen-
sitive to distinct components of brain structure. Age-related cortical thinning and increased diffusion were
observed across most of the cortex, but increased T1-weighted intensities (frontal), reduced T2-weighted in-
tensities (occipital), and reduced anisotropy (medial) were limited to conﬁned cortical regions. Vision loss was
associated with cortical thinning and enhanced diffusion in the gray matter (less in the white matter) of the
occipital central visual ﬁeld representation. Moreover, AMD (but not JMD) patients showed enhanced diffusion in
lateral occipito-temporal cortex and cortical thinning in the posterior cingulum. These ﬁndings demonstrate that
changes in brain structure are best quantiﬁed by multimodal imaging. They further suggest that age-related brain
atrophies (cortical thinning) reﬂect diverse micro-structural etiologies. Moreover, juvenile and age-related mac-
ular degeneration are associated with distinct patterns of micro-structural alterations.1. Introduction
During the life-span even healthy people experience a change in
cognitive functions (Grady, 2012). These changes are likely mediated by
the cellular architecture of the cortical white (WM) and gray (GM)
matter. Post-mortem studies in humans and animal research showed that
normal aging may be associated with neural loss (Pakkenberg et al.,
2003), reduced dendritic branching (de Brabander et al., 1998) and
synaptic density (Peters et al., 2008), myelin degeneration (Pakkenberg
et al., 2003), alterations of other glial structures (Brown, 2009; Nichols
et al., 1993; Peters, 2009), or excessive iron depositions (Zecca et al.,
2004). In-vivo human brain imaging studies showed that normal aging is
associated with atrophies of the brain macro-structure such as reduced
gray (Salat et al., 2004) and white matter (Tang et al., 1997) volume,
thinner gray matter (Lemaitre et al., 2012; Salat et al., 2004), and
decreased gray matter volume and density (Sowell et al., 2003; Walhovd
et al., 2005).
The brain morphology is also affected by sensory deprivation such as
central vision loss (CVL). Central vision loss most often results from
macular dystrophies or degeneration due to cellular damage of the foveaInstitut für Psychologie, Universi
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vier Inc. This is an open access aor adjacent retina. Macular degeneration may reﬂect an age-related
disease (AMD) (Resnikoff et al., 2004) caused by the accumulation of
drusen that impairs the metabolism of retinal cells (Holz et al., 2004).
Alternatively, juvenile macular dystrophies (JMD) may result from he-
reditary eye diseases such as Stargardt’s disease, cone-rod dystrophies,
and central areolar choroidal dystrophies (Boon et al., 2009). The retinal
damage in AMD and JMD patients is accompanied by atrophies of
cortical structures that represent the deprived visual ﬁeld - known as
‘lesion projection zone’ (LPZ). Reductions of the cortical gray matter
volume (Hernowo et al., 2014; Plank et al., 2011) and density (Boucard
et al., 2009) as well as cortical thinning (Prins et al., 2016) were observed
in the lesion projection zone of the primary (V1) and secondary (V2)
visual cortex of CVL patients. Possibly, this atrophy reﬂects secondary
degeneration due to the lack of visual input.
The cortical thinning associated with aging and central vision loss
likely reﬂects structural alterations at a cellular level. However, the
relationship between the brain macro-structure and the underlying
micro-structure still remained unclear. This gap may be bridged by
diffusion-weighted imaging, a non-invasive magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) technique that is sensitive to the diffusion of water and, hence, to
the cellular structure of the brain (Beaulieu, 2002). A major model int€atsstr. 31, 93053, Regensburg, Germany.
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Abbreviations
AD axial (longitudinal) diffusion
AMD age-related macular degeneration
CSF cerebro-spinal ﬂuid
CT cortical thickness
CVL central vision loss
DTI diffusion-tensor imaging
DWM deep white matter
e1, e2, e3, e4 eccentricity representations of visual ﬁeld from central
to peripheral
FA fractional anisotropy
GM gray matter (cortical)
IVC inter-voxel coherence
JMD juvenile macular dystrophy
MD mean diffusion
MO mode of diffusion
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
NV normal vision (control group)
PCA principal component analysis
PGB pial-gray matter boundary
RD radial (perpendicular) diffusion
ROI region-of-interest
SWM superﬁcial white matter
T1w T1-weighted MRI
T2w T2-weighted MRI
V1 primary visual cortex
V2 secondary visual cortex
v1, v2, v3 ﬁrst, second, and third eigenvector of the tensor model
WGB white-gray matter boundary
WM white matter
λ1, λ2, λ3 ﬁrst, second, and third eigenvalue of the tensor model
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Diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) describes the diffusion by an ellipsoid
composed of three eigenvectors (v1, v2, v3) and their corresponding ei-
genvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3) (see Fig. 1b). Based on this model several measures
of diffusion-strength such as axial (AD), radial (RD), and mean diffusion
(MD) may be derived. In addition, it provides several measures for the
shape of diffusion such as fractional anisotropy (FA) (Basser and Pier-
paoli, 1996), the mode of diffusion (MO) (Ennis and Kindlmann, 2006),
and inter-voxel coherence (IVC) (Pfefferbaum et al., 2000).
Although several previous studies examined DTI properties in
humans as a function of aging or central vision loss, it remained difﬁcult
to draw direct conclusions about the relationship between the brain
macro- and micro-structure. Previous studies focused on either a limited
set of brain regions of interest (ROI) (e.g., Helenius et al., 2002; Pfef-
ferbaum et al., 2000), major white matter ﬁber tracts (Malania et al.,
2017; Ogawa et al., 2014; Penke et al., 2010; Sullivan et al., 2010; Zahr
et al., 2009), or a white matter FA-skeleton (Burzynska et al., 2010;
Damoiseaux et al., 2009). With the exception of a few volumetric
voxel-based whole-brain approaches (Camara et al., 2007; Draganski
et al., 2011), previous studies examined only the deep white matter
(DWM). However, cortical atrophies are likely mediated by the
micro-structure of the cortical gray matter (GM) and the region below the
white-gray matter boundary (WGB) known as superﬁcial white matter
(SWM). The superﬁcial white matter is characterized by a high propor-
tion of local association ﬁbers (also called ‘U’ ﬁbers) (Oishi et al., 2008)
and a high density of interstitial neurons (Suarez-Sola et al., 2009).
Although the superﬁcial white matter is affected by neurological (Phillips
et al., 2016) and psychiatric (Eastwood and Harrison, 2003) disorders or
during brain development (Wu et al., 2014), it is still unclear how it is
affected by aging and sensory deprivation. Moreover, little is known
about how macro-structural and micro-structural measures of cortical
atrophies are related. Currently, only descriptive comparisons between
DTI-based and tissue-based measures have been performed (Draganski
et al., 2011).
Therefore, this study examined the brain macro- and micro-structure
of 38 patients with central vision loss and 38 age-matched healthy
humans in the age range from 19 to 84 years (Fig. 1a) by multimodal MRI
including DTI. Cortical thickness, tissue-dependent measures (e.g., T1-
weighted and T2-weighted intensities) as well as measures of diffusion-
strength (e.g., MD) and diffusion-shape (e.g., FA) were compared.
Inter-measure dependencies were evaluated by a factor analysis. A
surface-based analysis was adopted that focused on the cortical gray and
the superﬁcial white matter. Effects of central vision loss were further
quantiﬁed within cortical regions of interest.22. Material and methods
2.1. Sample
Data were collected from 38 patients with binocular central vision
loss (CVL) and 38 age-matched controls with normal vision (NV)
(Fig. 1a). Twenty-ﬁve of the patients suffered from JMD, the remaining
13 patients from AMD with geographic atrophy. Among JMD patients,
the central vision loss resulted from a cone-rod dystrophy (7), cone
dystrophy (1), central areolar choroidal dystrophy (2), Stargardt’s dis-
ease (14), or from an unclassiﬁed hereditary macular dystrophy (1) as
diagnosed by ophthalmologists. The mean scotoma size as examined by
Goldmann perimetry was 19.6 (diameter) of visual angle in the JMD
group and 14.6 of visual angle in the AMD group (not signiﬁcant). The
mean disease duration was 16.0 years in the JMD group and 7.3 years in
the AMD group [t(36) ¼ 3.14; p ¼ .003]. Moreover, the AMD group
(0.15) had an overall better visual acuity (mean decimal visual acuity in
the better eye) than the JMD group (0.09) [t(36) ¼ 2.8; p ¼ .009].
However, reading speed (mean words per minute) was lower in AMD
patients (40.6) than in JMD patients (64.5) [t(35) ¼ 2.1; p ¼ .045]. Both
patient groups reported similar constraints on their activities of daily
living as assessed by an in-house questionnaire. Assessments followed
procedures as previously described (Plank et al., 2011; Rosengarth et al.,
2013). The mean age was 53.8 years (range 19–84) in the patient group
(44.3 for JMD and 72.1 for AMD) and 52.5 years (range 23–83) in the
control group. The patient group contained 23 men/15 women and the
control group 19 men/19 women. A subset of the data was used in pre-
vious studies with a different research question (Beer et al., 2011; Her-
nowo et al., 2014; Plank et al., 2011, 2013, 2017; Prins et al., 2016;
Rosengarth et al., 2013). All participants gave written informed consent
prior to the study and received monetary compensation (20 Euro) for
their participation. The procedure was approved by the ethical board of
the University of Regensburg.2.2. Data acquisition
All MRI data was acquired by a 3 T Allegra head scanner (Siemens AG,
Erlangen, Germany) over a period of two years. For each participant one
high-resolution T1-weighted structural and one diffusion-weighted
measurement were acquired. The anatomical T1-weighted images
(repetition time: 2250 ms, echo time: 2.6 ms, ﬂip angle: 9, voxel size: 1 x
1  1 mm3, ﬁeld of view: 256  256 mm2) were acquired by a MPRAGE
(magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo) sequence
Fig. 1. Methods. a) Age histogram of the study sample, shown separately for women (NV-f) and men (NV-m) of the control group (top) with normal vision (NV) and
patients with central vision loss due to juvenile (JMD-f, JMD-m) or age-related (AMD-f, AMD-m) macular degeneration. b) Geometric illustration of the diffusion
tensor model and calculation of axial diffusion (AD), radial diffusion (RD), mean diffusion (MD), fractional anisotropy (FA), and mode of diffusion (MO) based on
eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3). c) Projection levels along the superﬁcial white matter (SWM) and gray matter (GM) relative to the white-gray matter boundary (WGB) ranging
from deep white matter (DWM) to pial-gray matter boundary (PGB). d) Regions of interest (ROI). Borders of primary (V1) and secondary (V2) visual areas, dorsal and
ventral parts, and four eccentricity levels (e1 to e4) were deﬁned and overlaid (green) on the inﬂated average surface.
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echo echo-planar sequence with a b-value of 1000 s/mm2. Due to a
software update on the scanner during the acquisition period, two DTI
sequences were used. Forty-six participants were examined with a DTI
sequence probing 30 isotropically distributed orientations and 5 inter-
spersed b-zero weighted volumes of 54 axial slices (repetition time: 7200
ms, echo time: 95 ms, ﬂip angle: 90, 2.5 x 2.5  2.5 mm3, ﬁeld of view:
240  240 mm2). The remaining participants were examined by a DTI
sequence probing 64 isotropically distributed orientations and 8 inter-
spersed b-zero weighted volumes of 54 axial slices (repetition time: 5400
ms, echo time: 95 ms, ﬂip angle: 90, 2.5 x 2.5  2.5 mm3, ﬁeld of view:
240  240 mm2). Although acquisition type was equally distributed
across groups and previous research showed that DTI parameters are
fairly stable at 30 or more diffusion orientations, acquisition sequence
was added as nuisance regressor in the analyses.2.3. Cortical reconstruction
T1-weighted structural images were automatically reconstructed by
Freesurfer version 5.3 (Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Char-
lestown, MA) (Fischl, 2012). The reconstruction followed procedures as
previously described (Beer et al., 2009, 2011). In brief, T1-weighted
images were intensity normalized (including non-uniform normaliza-
tion) (Zheng et al., 2009) and automatically segmented into gray and
white matter structures. Then, the boundary between white and gray
matter (WGB) was automatically tessellated and corrected for topologic
inaccuracies. Finally, the cortical surface was deformed, inﬂated, and
registered to a spherical atlas preserving the individual folding patterns
of sulci and gyri. Moreover, the reconstruction provides several macro-
scopic brain measures including cortical thickness, gray matter volume,
cortical surface area, and cortical gyriﬁcation measures (Van Essen and
Drury, 1997). These include the intrinsic curvature index reﬂecting
spherical indentations of the surface (large values meaning more in-
dentations) and the folding index reﬂecting elongated surface ﬂutes
(large values meaning more folding).2.4. DTI processing
The DTI images were analyzed by the FMRIB’s Diffusion Toolbox
(FDT) version 2.0 of FSL (Centre for Functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging of the Brain, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK) (Woolrich et al.,
2009). Pre-processing included correction for head motion and eddy
current distortions to a reference volume (ﬁrst b-zero) and correction of
diffusion vectors. The reference volume was automatically registered3(linear rigid-body) to the T1-weighted images. Image registrations were
manually inspected and corrected if necessary. Following pre-processing,
the tensor model (Basser et al., 1994) (see Fig. 1b) was calculated for
each voxel.2.5. Structural brain measures
The brain macro- and micro-structure was quantiﬁed by several
tissue-dependent and diffusion-based measures. Diffusion-based mea-
sures (Fig. 1b) consisted of the three eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3) of the tensor
model (Basser et al., 1994) and several derived measures. This included
measures of diffusion-strength: mean (MD), axial (longitudinal) (AD),
and radial (perpendicular) diffusion (RD). Note that AD corresponds to
the major eigenvalue (λ1). In addition, measures of diffusion-shape such
as fractional anisotropy (FA), the mode of diffusion (MO), and the
inter-voxel coherence (IVC) were calculated. FA is a normalized measure
of anisotropy ranging from 0 (isotropic) to 1 (anisotropic diffusion)
(Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996). MO describes the mode of anisotropic
diffusion along a normalized continuum from1 (planar) toþ1 (tubular)
(Ennis and Kindlmann, 2006). IVC reﬂects the average difference angle of
the primary eigenvector between a voxel and its adjacent voxels
(weighted by FA and distance) (Pfefferbaum et al., 2000). The mean
angle was rescaled to a maximum of 1 and subtracted from 1 resulting in
values ranging from 0 (incoherence: different orientation across voxels)
to 1 (coherence: same orientation across voxels).
Tissue-dependent measures included T1-weighted (T1w) and T2-
weighted (T2w) intensities. T1w were based on the MPRAGE images.
T2w were based on the mean b-zero images of the DTI runs, which is
essentially a T2-weighted signal. Both T1w and T2w values were
normalized (rescaled) by the mean intensity of the white matter.
Finally, several measures of the brain macro-structure based on the
Freesurfer reconstruction were examined. This included thickness esti-
mates across the cortical surface but also global measures (brain volume,
surface area, and gyriﬁcation indices). Two brains showed extreme
values in gyriﬁcation indices (>3 standard deviations from the mean)
and were excluded from this analysis.2.6. Whole-brain analysis
All measures (except for global measures) were probed along nine
projection levels relative to the white-gray matter boundary (WGB) of
each individual reconstructed brain. This was done in order to evaluate
differences (or similarities) between the gray and the superﬁcial white
matter and layer-speciﬁc properties within each structure. Projection
A.L. Beer et al. NeuroImage 212 (2020) 116670levels ranged from the deep white matter (DWM) 2 mm below the white
matter surface to the white-gray matter boundary in steps of 0.5 mm and
from the white-gray matter boundary to the pial-gray matter boundary
(PGB) in steps of 25% of the cortical thickness. In order to assess the
consequences of partial volume effects (e.g., values at gray matter voxels
being contaminated by adjacent cerebro-spinal ﬂuid), two projection
levels (25% and 50%) beyond the pial-gray matter boundary were also
analyzed.
All individual surface maps were spherically registered and mapped
to the standard brain of Freesurfer. No volumetric smoothing was
applied. Surface smoothing was performed by iterative nearest-neighbor
averaging resulting in the equivalent of a 2D Gaussian kernel with a full-
width half-maximum of 15 mm (Hagler et al., 2006). Note that this
smoothing width is substantially less than in previous studies (22 mm
diameter) examining age-related cortical thinning (Salat et al., 2004) as
we wanted to avoid substantial blurring of the spatially limited effects
expected by sensory deprivation.
For each measure and vertex, age-related and CVL-related variations
across brains were assessed by a general linear model. The design matrix
included regressors for age and CVL group, nuisance regressors for sex
andMR sequence, and a constant. The age regressor coded the age for the
whole sample relative to a reference age of 20 years. CVL-related varia-
tions were modeled by two regressors: JMD (1 for JMD patients,
0 otherwise) and AMD (1 for AMD patients, 0 otherwise). Note that these
regressors model deviations from NV cases. Sex was coded by 1 for men
(0 otherwise) and MRI sequence was coded by 1 for 30 orientations (0
otherwise). Subsequently, contrasts were deﬁned: These included a Base
effect (based on the constant regressor and corresponding to a NV brain
at 20 years), an Age effect (slope of linear variations accounted by the age
regressor), and a CVL group effect (combined contribution of the JMD
and AMD regressor). Moreover, for a more detailed analysis of differ-
ences between JMD and AMD patients, separate contrasts were deﬁned
for the JMD and the AMD group effect.
The whole-brain analysis included three main steps: The ﬁrst step of
the analysis aimed to quantify global aspects of brain structure. There-
fore, the mean values of the whole cortical surface (sparing the medial
wall adjacent to subcortical structures) were compared for each of the
three main contrasts. Second, a factor analysis based on principal com-
ponents (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002) was conducted to identify relevant and
independent measures of brain structure. Third, cortical surface distri-
butions of relevant measures were compared.
The PCA aimed to investigate redundancy and independence,
respectively, across measures. Many previous studies restricted their
analysis to one or a few primarymeasures (e.g., FA) or brain regions (e.g.,
WM). However, this approach may disregard unknown but potentially
relevant markers of brain integrity. Hence, we adopted instead the data-
driven approach of a factor analysis that clariﬁes which measures and
projection levels are sensitive to the same or different cellular structures.
Three analyses with the three main contrasts (Base level, Age effect, CVL
effect) were conducted. The analysis was performed with custom-made
Matlab (Mathworks) scripts. The data matrix containing the MRI mea-
sures and projection levels as variables and the vertices across the surface
as observations was normalized (z-scaled). The number of principal
components was identiﬁed by the Kaiser-Guttman criterion (eigenvalues
greater than one). Subsequently, a varimax rotation of the reduced factor
space was performed. Individual variables were assigned to one of the
factors based on a minimum factor loading (correlation between variable
and component) of 0.4 (Stevens, 2002) and the Fürntratt criterion (ratio
of squared factor loading to communality  0.5) (Fürntratt, 1969).
Finally, a whole surface analysis was conducted for combinations of
the variables (e.g., mean across projections) that were grouped together
by the PCA. Surface-based signiﬁcance maps were thresholded to a p-
value of .01. Cluster-wise correction for multiple comparisons was per-
formed by comparing voxel-wise signiﬁcance maps (voxel-wise threshold
of p  .01) with cluster-wise signiﬁcance maps (cluster-wise threshold of
p  .01) that were based on the Monte Carlo simulated distribution of4cluster size (CSD) as implemented in Freesurfer. Only clusters exceeding
the CSD-simulated cluster size were preserved. As structural changes
related to sensory deprivation were primarily expected in the occipital
cortex, a less rigid cluster-wise correction (minimum cluster size of 50
mm2) was adopted for the group effect (CVL vs. NV).
2.7. ROI analysis
For a more detailed quantiﬁcation of the brain structure in CVL pa-
tients, a region-of-interest analysis of the visual cortex was performed
(Fig. 1d). This was motivated by previous studies showing changes in
brain structure (Boucard et al., 2009; Burge et al., 2016; Hernowo et al.,
2014; Plank et al., 2011; Prins et al., 2016) and functional activity
(Masuda et al., 2008) limited to visual cortex areas that represent the
scotoma in the (central) visual ﬁeld (lesion projection zone). Accord-
ingly, ROIs of the primary (V1) and secondary (V2) visual cortex were
deﬁned by a surface-based atlas that mapped visual areas and eccen-
tricity representations by population receptive ﬁelds (Benson et al.,
2014). Both V1 and V2 were further sub-divided into four eccentricity
representations of the visual ﬁeld that covered similarly large cortical
areas: e1 (<4.0 radius in visual angle), e2 (4.0–8.5), e3 (8.5–20.0),
and e4 (>20.0).
3. Results
3.1. Whole-brain global measures
First, we analyzed the global (across the whole cortical surface)
macro- and micro-structure. MRI measures were probed along nine
projection levels relative to the white-gray matter boundary ranging from
the deep white matter to the pial-gray matter boundary (Fig. 1c). The
whole sample was assessed by a linear model, which estimated a Base
level, an Age effect, and a CVL group effect (CVL minus NV). At the Base
level, the mean cortical thickness (across all vertices sparing the non-
cortical medial wall) was 2.63 mm, the mean (white matter) surface
area per hemisphere (excluding medial wall) was 817 cm2, and the mean
gray matter volume per hemisphere was 244,486 mm3. These values
were comparable with previous reports (Van Essen and Drury, 1997). All
three measures signiﬁcantly decreased with age (Age effect) at a rate of
0.316% per year [t(70) ¼ 9.1, p < .001] for cortical thickness, 0.198%
per year [t(70) ¼ 38.3, p < .001] for surface area, and 0.541% per year
[t(70) ¼ 44.7, p < .001] for gray matter volume. Moreover, cortical
gyriﬁcation as measured by the intrinsic curvature index and folding
index (Van Essen and Drury, 1997) increased with age. The intrinsic
curvature index increased by 1.638% per year [t(68) ¼ 5.7, p < .001]
from a Base level of 243. The folding index increased by 2.659% per year
[t(67) ¼ 3.0, p ¼ .004] from a Base level of 1759. No signiﬁcant group
effects (CVL vs. NV) were detectable on these global measures.
Tissue-dependent measures of brain structure (T1w, T2w) varied
across projection levels from the deep white matter (2 mm below the
white-gray matter boundary) to the pial-gray matter boundary (see
Fig. 2). As expected, Base levels of T1w values were relatively high in the
white matter and low in the gray matter. T1w values signiﬁcantly (p 
.01) decreased along the projection axis (from white to gray matter).
However, at the deepest white matter projection a signiﬁcant increase
relative to superﬁcial white matter was observed. An almost opposite
pattern across projection levels was observed for T2w values, which were
relatively low in white matter and which increased signiﬁcantly along
the projection axis (from white to gray matter) except for the deepest
white matter projection (Fig. 2a). For control reasons (see methods) MRI
measures were also probed at projections beyond the pial-gray matter
boundary in the cerebro-spinal ﬂuid. At these extra-cortical projection
levels both tissue-dependent measures showed a signiﬁcant (p  .01)
decrease (T1w) and increase (T2w), respectively, relative to gray matter
projections. This trend was opposite to that observed in the gray matter
suggesting that the maxima (T2w) and minima (T1w) observed in the
Fig. 2. Summary of global whole-brain measures
across projection levels. Projection levels are shown
for white (WM) and gray (GM) matter from left to
right (2 mm below WGB to PGB). Left column shows
tissue-dependent measures (T1w, T2w). Middle
column shows measures of diffusion-strength
including mean (MD), axial (AD), and radial diffu-
sion (RD). Second and third eigenvalues (λ2, λ3) are
shown for reference. Right column shows measures
of diffusion-shape based on the tensor model: frac-
tional anisotropy (FA), mode of diffusion (MO), and
inter-voxel coherence (IVC). Note that MO was lin-
early rescaled to [0; 1] for display purposes. Further
note that acquisition resolution for diffusion-based
measures (2.5 mm isotropic) was larger than the
distance between projection levels (0.5 mm in WM)
effectively resulting in spatial smoothing across
levels (see also section 4.3 in text). a) Base level
(intercept of regression at age 20 years) separate for
each projection level. Stars indicate signiﬁcant dif-
ferences (p  .01) across adjacent projection levels.
b) Age effect (slope of regression with age)
normalized to the Base level. Stars indicate Age ef-
fects signiﬁcantly (p  .01) different from zero.
Error bars reﬂect standard error of the mean.
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cerebro-spinal ﬂuid voxels. Both tissue-dependent measures (T1w, T2w)
showed an Age effect (Fig. 2b). Values of T1w signiﬁcantly increased by
about 0.1% per year in the gray matter and values of T2w signiﬁcantly
decreased by more than 0.1% per year at deep white matter projections.
No signiﬁcant Group effect (CVL minus NV) was observed.
Diffusion measures also showed a gradual change across projection
levels. Within gray matter, all diffusion-strength measures increased
signiﬁcantly along the projection axis (from white matter surface to pial
surface). However, this pattern was different in the white matter: RD (λ2
and λ3) remained constant or increased from deep white matter to the
white matter surface, but AD (λ1) decreased along this projection axis
resulting in a minimum at the white-gray matter boundary (Fig. 2a,
middle column). Measures of diffusion-shape (FA, MO, IVC) showed a
signiﬁcant monotonic decrease along the whole projection axis (from
white to gray matter) (Fig. 2a, right column). As expected, fractional
anisotropy (FA) was lower in the gray than in the white matter. More-
over, gray matter showed a more planar mode of diffusion (MO) and less
inter-voxel coherence (IVC) in the gray compared to the white matter.
All diffusion measures showed an Age effect. This Age effect partially
differed for white and gray matter. All diffusion-strength measures
signiﬁcantly increased with age at all projection levels. The increase of
MD was about 0.3% per year in white and about 0.5% per year in gray
matter (Fig. 2b, middle column). Age also affected measures of diffusion-
shape: FA values (>0.2% per year less anisotropy) andMO values (0.03%
per year less tubular diffusion) decreased with age in the white matter
only. IVC increased with age (0.06% per year more coherence) in the
gray matter (Fig. 2b, right column). Again, no signiﬁcant Group effects
(CVL versus NV) were observed.
3.2. Whole-brain factor analysis
The global whole-brain analysis showed age-related changes for all
measures of brain structure. In order to test whether these measures are
correlated (e.g., reﬂecting related structural properties) or whether they
are independent (e.g., reﬂecting different structural properties), a prin-
cipal component factor analysis was performed. This analysis tested all
measures for correlations across vertices of the brain surface and5followed the rationale that it should only reveal one or very few com-
ponents, if diffusion and tissue-dependent measures are highly correlated
(and hence redundant), but a relatively large number of components, if
the various measures are sensitive to different aspects of the brain
structure. Separate PCAs were performed for the Base level, the Age ef-
fect, and the Group effect (CVL vs. NV). According to the eigenvalue
criterion (see methods) a minimum of 9 components was needed to
explain 95% (Base level), 95% (Age effect), and 92% (Group effect) of the
variance. Fig. 3 shows the factor loadings (correlation of original variable
with component) of the reduced factor space after varimax rotation. As
illustrated, diffusion-based and tissue-dependent measures loaded on
separate components indicating that there was little correlation between
them. Althoughmeasures of diffusion-strength (MD, AD, RD) were highly
correlated with each other (loading on the same component), they were
not correlated with measures of diffusion-shape, tissue-dependent mea-
sures, or cortical thickness (loading on different components). Moreover,
diffusion-strength in the white matter was associated with a different
component than diffusion-strength in the gray matter. Similarly, mea-
sures of diffusion-shape (FA, MO, IVC) were associated with distinct
components. FA and MO showed selectivity for either gray or white
matter, whereas IVC showed no differences across projection levels. Also,
tissue-dependent measures (T1w, T2w) loaded on separate components.
Cortical thickness (CT) showed only moderate factor loadings suggesting
that it is a relatively unspeciﬁc measure of brain structure. Communality
(proportion of variance explained by the 9 components) was very high
(>95%) for most variables except for cortical thickness.
3.3. Whole-brain surface maps
The results of the factor analysis suggest that diffusion-based and
tissue-dependent measures are sensitive to distinct components of age-
related changes in brain structure. However, it does not reveal the scope
of age-related brain changes. This is shown in Fig. 4 separate for each of
the tested measures. White and gray matter are plotted separately, but
projections within each of these structures were combined as the factor
analysis showed distinct components across but not within white and gray
matter, respectively. Aging resulted in wide-spread changes of the brain
structure. Left and right hemispheres (see also Supp. Figs. S1, S2, S3)
Fig. 3. Results of the factor analysis. Factor loadings (correlations with component) for Base level (a), Age effect (b), and group effect (c) are shown for tissue-
dependent measures (T1w, T2w), cortical thickness (CT), measures of diffusion-strength including mean (MD), axial (AD), and radial diffusion (RD), and measures
of diffusion-shape including fractional anisotropy (FA), mode of diffusion (MO), and inter-voxel coherence (IVC). All measures (except CT) are shown for all projection
levels from white (WM) to gray (GM) matter as indicated by bright (WM) or dark (GM) bars. Note that acquisition resolution for diffusion-based measures (2.5 mm
isotropic) was larger than the distance between projection levels (0.5 mm in WM) effectively resulting in spatial smoothing across levels (see also section 4.3 in text).
Factor loadings are color-coded (negative in blue, positive in red). Component order was sorted for facilitating comparison. Measures meeting selection criteria (see
methods section) were assigned to the component with the highest factor loading as indicated by stars. Right plots show communality (h2), which indicates for each
measure the proportion of explained variance. Top plots show percentage explained variance per component.
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was observed in the medial occipital cortex (primarily anterior and
parieto-occipital parts), precuneus and cingulate cortex (primarily poste-
rior parts), lateral occipital cortex, superior temporal cortex, parietal cor-
tex, the central sulcus (and adjacent pre- and post-central areas), and the
insula (primarily posterior parts). Age-related increases in T1w values
(both white and gray matter) were primarily observed in the medial
frontal cortex (including anterior cingulate cortex and pericallosal sulcus),
the frontal pole, the insula (primarily anterior parts), the lateral pre-frontal
cortex, and the central sulcus. Age-related decreases in T1w values were
limited to small sections of the occipital pole (Supp. Figs. S2 and S3). T2w
values decreased by age primarily in the occipital pole and the lateral
occipital cortex in both white and gray matter. Additionally, decreased
T2w values were observed in the white matter of the anterior cingulate
cortex (Supp. Figs. S2 and S3) and increased T2w values were observed in
the central sulcus (gray matter only).
The major age-related change in diffusion-based measures was an
increase of diffusion-strength, which was more severe and wide-spread
for gray than for white matter. Similar brain areas were detected by all
measures of diffusion-strength (AD, RD, and MD), but RD and MD
seemed to be more sensitive measures than AD for detecting changes in
the white matter. Within white matter, an age-related increase in6diffusion was primarily observed in the medial occipital cortex (primarily
anterior and parieto-occipital parts), precuneus and cingulate cortex
(primarily posterior parts), lateral occipital cortex, temporal cortex, and
the insula. Increased diffusion of the gray matter was additionally
observed in the medial frontal cortex (including anterior cingulate parts),
the frontal pole, the lateral pre-frontal cortex, the central sulcus (and
adjacent gyri). Posterior occipital regions and sections of the lateral pa-
rietal cortex were relatively spared.
In contrast to the wide-spread effects of diffusion-strength, measures
of diffusion-shape showed Age effects only in a few cortical regions.
Anisotropy (FA) of the white matter decreased primarily in the medial
cortex including the anterior occipital cortex, the parieto-occipital re-
gion, the precuneus and parts of the cingulate cortex. The lateral cortex
was only affected at sections of the intraparietal sulcus, superior temporal
sulcus and the frontal operculum (Supp. Figs. S1, S2, S3). Most of these
age-related decreases in FA were only observed in the white but not gray
matter. Aging decreased themode of diffusion (MO) only in amid-section
of the cingulate cortex (gray matter only) and the medial occipital cortex.
Inter-voxel coherence (IVC) increased by age primarily in the posterior
insula and parts of the temporal cortex (Supp. Figs. S1, S2, S3).
In contrast to the wide-spread Age effects, structural changes related
to CVL were more focal: Group effects (CVL vs. NV) were primarily
Fig. 4. Surface maps of the Age effect. Signiﬁcant increases (red/yellow) or decreases (blue) of MR measures by age (slope of regression with age) are overlaid on the
right cortical surface (medial and lateral view) of the average brain. Similar results were obtained for the left hemisphere (Supp. Fig. S1) or by analyses including only
the normally sighted (NV) group (Supp. Figs. S2 and S3). Top row shows cortical thickness (CT), T1-weighted (T1w), and T2-weighted (T2w) measures. Middle section
shows measures of diffusion-strength (MD, AD, RD) and bottom section shows measures of diffusion-shape (FA, MO, IVC). Except for CT all measures are shown
separately for projections in white (WM) and gray matter (GM), respectively. Only clusters exceeding a cluster-wise correction for multiple comparisons (p  .01)
are shown.
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thickness and diffusion-strength (MD, AD, RD) primarily in the gray
matter. In particular, cortical thinning was found in the CVL group at
small sections of the occipital pole and at the posterior cingulate cortex.
Differences in T1w or T2w intensities were hardly detected. However,
enhanced diffusion (MD, AD, and RD) was observed at the occipital pole
(a region representing the central visual ﬁeld corresponding to the lesion
projection zone) and some sections of the lateral occipital cortex in the
gray matter of both hemispheres. Anterior medial occipital cortex (cor-
responding to peripheral visual ﬁeld representations) and white matter
parts were hardly affected. Similarly, hardly any group effects were
observed on measures of diffusion-shape (except for FA decreases in the
gray matter of the occipital pole).
3.4. ROIs of retinotopic areas
For a more detailed quantiﬁcation of the brain structure in CVL pa-
tients, a ROI analysis of the visual cortex was performed (Fig. 1d). This
was motivated by previous ﬁndings that reported changes in brain
structure (Boucard et al., 2009; Burge et al., 2016; Hernowo et al., 2014;
Plank et al., 2011; Prins et al., 2016) and functional activity (Masuda7et al., 2008) speciﬁc to parts of the visual cortex that represent the sco-
toma in the (central) visual ﬁeld (lesion projection zone). Therefore, the
patient (CVL) and control (NV) group was compared in regions of in-
terests (ROIs) representing four eccentricities (e1, e2, e3, e4) of the visual
ﬁeld in V1 and V2. Fig. 6 shows cortical thickness (CT), tissue-dependent
measures (T1w, T2w) and diffusion-based measures for each of these
ROIs (see Supp. Tables S1, S2, and S3 for detailed values). As with the
whole-brain surface maps, projections within (but not across) white and
gray matter, respectively, were averaged (see Supp. Fig. S4 for detailed
effects per projection level). Irrespective of age and group (Base level),
T1w values were similar across all ROIs (Fig. 6a). However, the cortex
was thicker in V2 than V1. T2w values were lower in central represen-
tations of the visual ﬁeld (e1) than in more peripheral representations
(e2, e3, e4). Values of diffusion-strength (MD, AD, RD) tended to be
higher for central (e1, e2) than for peripheral (e3, e4) representations of
the visual ﬁeld and more pronounced diffusion was found in V1 than in
V2 and for gray as compared to white matter. Measures of
diffusion-shape (MO, IVC) showed fairly uniform values across visual
cortex ROIs with the exception of FA, which was relatively low in both
white and gray matter, but tended to be higher in central compared to
peripheral representations of the V1 and V2 gray matter.
Fig. 5. Surface maps of group effects (CVL vs. NV). Signiﬁcantly enhanced (red/yellow) or reduced (blue) MR measures for the patient (CVL) compared to the control
(NV) group are overlaid on the left and right cortical surfaces of the average brain (lateral and medial views from posterior perspective). Signiﬁcant differences (p 
.01, minimum cluster size 50 mm2) were primarily observed for cortical thickness (CT) and measures of diffusion-strength (MD, AD, RD). Separate maps for pro-
jections in white (WM) and gray matter (GM) are shown, respectively.
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was comparable for V1 and V2, but differed across eccentricity repre-
sentations. Age-related cortical thinning (decrease of CT) was observed
for peripheral representations (e3, e4) of V1 and V2. By contrast, age-
related decreases of T2w (and T1w) values were primarily observed for
central representations (e1, e2). Age-related increases of diffusion-
strength were primarily observed for peripheral representations of V1
and V2. Similarly, a decrease of FA and MO was observed in peripheral
V1 and V2. However, little age-related changes were observed on IVC
measures.
Signiﬁcant differences between CVL patients and the NV control
group (Fig. 6c) were primarily observed for cortical thickness (CT) and
measures of diffusion-strength (MD, AD, RD). CVL patients compared to
controls showed cortical thinning (about 5%) in central visual ﬁeld
representations (e1). Moreover, diffusion-strength (MD, AD, RD) was
enhanced by about 5–10% in central visual ﬁeld representations (e1, e2)
of both V1 and V2 (gray matter only). No signiﬁcant and consistent group
differences were observed on measures of diffusion-shape (FA, MO, IVC).3.5. JMD versus AMD
Our CVL group contained both JMD and AMD patients. The results
reported above were based on both sub-groups combined based on the
rationale that JMD and AMD patients suffer from similar sensory depri-
vations (leading to similar secondary degeneration). Nevertheless, it is
possible that they differ in the type of structural changes. Therefore, we
performed additional analyses separate for the JMD and AMD sub-
groups, respectively (Fig. 7, see also Supp. Fig. S5 and Supp. Tables S1,8S2, and S3). Although the main structural changes observed in both sub-
groups were cortical thinning and increased diffusion of the occipital
pole gray matter, the two sub-groups differed in magnitude and scope. In
the JMD group the major structural change was cortical thinning and
only a moderate increase in gray matter diffusion limited to the occipital
pole and central visual ﬁeld representations (e1). By contrast, the AMD
sub-group showed more wide-spread structural changes: Cortical thin-
ning was not dominant at the occipital pole or central visual ROIs, but
instead was primarily observed in the posterior cingulate cortex. How-
ever, gray matter diffusion was pronounced in the occipital pole and
central visual ROIs (e1, e2). Moreover, increased gray matter diffusion
was observed beyond early retinotopic cortex extending to lateral oc-
cipital and temporal cortex and the posterior cingulate cortex. The latter
effect was also pronounced in direct comparisons of the AMD group with
the JMD group (see Supp. Fig. S6).
4. Discussion
We examined the brain macro- and micro-structure of patients with
central vision loss and healthy humans in the age range from 19 to 84
years by multimodal MRI including DTI. We found that both, aging and
central vision loss, were associated with structural changes in the cortex.4.1. Degeneration by age
Our results showed that even ‘normal’ aging is associated with al-
terations in the cortical brain macro- and micro-structure. We observed
age-related reductions in cortical volume and cortical thinning across
Fig. 6. Means of retinotopic visual cortex ROIs. Left: tissue-dependent measures (T1w, T2w) and cortical thickness (CT). Middle: measures of diffusion-strength
including mean (MD), axial (AD), and radial (RD) diffusion and second and third eigenvalues (λ2, λ3) for reference. Right: measures of diffusion-shape including
fractional anisotropy (FA), mode of diffusion (MO), and inter-voxel coherence (IVC). Primary (V1) and secondary (V2) visual cortex were divided into four eccentricity
levels from posterior to anterior (e1, e2, e3, e4) (see also Fig. 1d). Except for CT, white (WM) and gray matter (GM) projections were separated. a) Base level (intercept
of regression at age 20 years). b) Age effect (slope of regression with age) normalized to the Base level. c) Group difference (CVL minus NV) normalized to the Base
level. Stars (b and c) indicate signiﬁcant differences from zero (p  .01). Error bars reﬂect standard error of the mean.
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observed in previous studies (Lemaitre et al., 2012; Salat et al., 2004;
Sowell et al., 2003; Walhovd et al., 2005). In addition, we observed
age-related increases in T1w values in the insula, frontal cortex, and
anterior cingulum. Variations in T1w likely reﬂect myelination (Stüber
et al., 2014) or related tissue properties such as extra-cellular water
(Gelman et al., 2001), the macromolecular mass fraction (Rooney et al.,
2007), and protein and lipid concentrations (Koenig, 1991). Our results
further showed age-related decreases in T2w values primarily in the
lateral occipital cortex and occipital pole. This ﬁnding is consistent with
previous work showing faster transverse relaxation in elderly (Korogi
et al., 1997). Variations in T2w likely reﬂect variations in nonheme iron
concentrations (Gelman et al., 1999; Korogi et al., 1997) or myelin
(Stüber et al., 2014).
Our results further showed pronounced age-related differences in
diffusion-based measures. Aging was primarily associated with increased
diffusion in both the gray and the superﬁcial white matter. Reduced (less
anisotropic) FA, reduced (more planar) MO, and increased (more9coherent) IVC was also observed. These ﬁndings seem to be inconsistent
with previous research that did not ﬁnd aging-related changes of diffu-
sion properties in the gray matter (Helenius et al., 2002). Note, however,
that a coarser analysis approach (ROI-based, less diffusion directions)
was adopted in this previous work. Our results suggest that the
micro-structure in the gray and superﬁcial white matter as revealed by
DTI is not only affected by brain maturation (<20 years) (Wu et al.,
2014), but also by aging (>20 years). Moreover, our ﬁndings extend
previous reports showing age-related changes of the micro-structure in
the white matter (e.g., Burzynska et al., 2010; Camara et al., 2007;
Damoiseaux et al., 2009; Pfefferbaum et al., 2000; Sullivan et al., 2010;
Zahr et al., 2009).
The observed differences in MRI measures suggest age-related
degeneration. Although cortical thinning considered in isolation might
be interpreted in alternative ways (e.g., enhanced neural density rather
than degeneration), the full pattern suggests the involvement of degen-
erative mechanisms. For instance, cortical thinning was accompanied by
increased diffusion (e.g., MD levels). Increased diffusion likely reﬂects
Fig. 7. Group effects separate for JMD and AMD patients. Cortical thickness (CT) and measures of diffusion-strength (MD, AD, RD, and λ2, λ3 for reference) are shown
separate for the contrast JMD minus NV (a) and AMD minus NV (b). Both surface maps and the means of retinotopic visual cortex ROIs (normalized to Base level) are
shown. Signiﬁcant differences from zero (p  .01) are indicated color-coded (surface maps) or by stars (ROI means). Error bars in ROI plots reﬂect standard error of
the mean.
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2013; Sotak, 2002; Sykova et al., 1998; Welch et al., 1995). For instance,
age-related astrogliosis in rats has been shown to reduce tortuosity
(corresponding to increased MD) (Sykova et al., 1998). However, glia
proliferation may only account for the Age effects in frontal brain regions
that also showed elevated T1w values, because a high macromolecular
mass fraction (as to be expected in gliosis) would be associated with fast
longitudinal relaxation (corresponding to high T1w values) (Rooney
et al., 2007). In other brain regions no differences in T1w were observed.
Here, increased diffusion most likely reﬂects a decline in neural density
and/or increase in extracellular space. For instance, increased MD was
observed during long-term cell damage (e.g. necrosis) following stroke
(Sotak, 2002; Welch et al., 1995) and in brain areas affected by neuronal
loss and gliosis such as the seizure-onset regions of epileptic children
(Govindan et al., 2013). The occipital pole (including central V1 and V2)10was hardly affected by age-related cortical thinning or alterations in
diffusion, but instead by decreased T2w values. These T2w reductions
likely reﬂect a regional-speciﬁc increase in nonheme iron deposits
(Korogi et al., 1997). Although T2w values are sensitive to both, iron
deposits and glia structures such as myelin (Stüber et al., 2014),
enhanced myelination (or lipid and protein density) would also decrease
diffusion (Sotak, 2002; Xu et al., 2008) and increase T1w values (Koenig,
1991), which was not observed. Iron has only a negligible effect on T1
relaxation (Gelman et al., 2001) or diffusion. The superﬁcial white
matter of some cortical areas additionally showed an age-related decline
in FA. This decline in anisotropy (FA) may either reﬂect axonal damage
(reduced AD) or impaired membrane integrity and demyelination
(enhanced RD) (Xu et al., 2008). Reductions in the mode of diffusion
(more planar) may reﬂect enhanced neurite branching or demyelination.
However, enhanced neurite branching and axonal degeneration are
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reduction in IVC was observed (Pfefferbaum et al., 2000). Hence, the
increased MD and the reduced FA likely reﬂects de-myelination. We also
observed changes in inter-voxel coherence. Originally, this measure was
proposed to detect axonal decline in the callosum, which would result in
reduced coherence (Pfefferbaum et al., 2000). However, this original
work did not observe age-related reductions in inter-voxel coherence, but
instead a tendency for increased coherence. Similarly, our results showed
that inter-voxel coherence increased by age in some parts of the temporal
cortex. Possibly, this increase in coherence reﬂects reduced axonal
complexity (e.g., decline in local association ﬁbers) of the superﬁcial
white matter.
Previous studies proposed that age-related degeneration is observed
uniformly across the brain (Penke et al., 2010) or in a gradient-like (e.g.,
anterior to posterior or superior to inferior) manner (Pfefferbaum et al.,
2000; Sullivan et al., 2010; Zahr et al., 2009). Our multimodal analysis
approach showed that age-related structural changes across the cortex
varied by measure and were grouped around several cortical regions.
Hence, our ﬁndings support a regional-speciﬁc view (Burzynska et al.,
2010) rather than a global view (at least at the level of the gray and
superﬁcial white matter). Our factor analysis (Fig. 3) showed that
tissue-dependent and diffusion-based measures were quite independent
measures of brain structure suggesting that they are sensitive to distinct
age-related mechanisms of degeneration. The surface distribution of
cortical thinning and alterations in tissue-dependent measures (T1w or
T2w) were hardly related (loading on distinct factors) with age-related
changes in DTI metrics. Although measures of diffusion-strength (MD,
AD; RD) were highly inter-correlated within gray and white matter,
respectively, they were not or only poorly related with measures of
diffusion-shape (see factor loadings in Fig. 3). Hence, gradient notions of
age-related degeneration are likely constrained to certain brain parts
(e.g., deep white matter) and/or are based on unimodal MRI analyses
approaches.
4.2. Degeneration following central vision loss
Our results showed that central vision loss due to a macular degen-
eration resulted in micro-structural changes at a relatively small section
of the posterior occipital cortex (V1 and V2) that represents the central
visual ﬁeld (e1, e2) in healthy people and that corresponds to the lesion
projection zone in patients. Consistent with previous ﬁndings (Burge
et al., 2016; Prins et al., 2016), cortical thinning was observed in patients
compared to the control group. In addition, the lesion projection zone in
V1 and V2 showed enhanced diffusion in the gray matter. Hardly any
changes were observed on T1w or T2w values or measures of
diffusion-shape (e.g. FA, MO, or IVC). This pattern of structural changes
is similar to the age-related changes in other gray matter regions such as
the temporal cortex. The enhanced diffusion likely reﬂects reduced
neural density and/or gliosis (Govindan et al., 2013; Sykova et al., 1998).
As no or only limited changes in FA were observed, demyelination does
not seem to be the major micro-structural change in the lesion projection
zone.
CVL did not result in signiﬁcant changes of diffusion-based or
tissue-dependent measures in the superﬁcial white matter. It is
possible that the MRI measures were not sensitive enough to detect
these group differences or that partial-volume effects obscured them.
However, these measures were sensitive in detecting gray matter
changes or age-related changes in the superﬁcial white matter of other
cortical regions including peripheral representations of V1. Moreover,
throughout all comparisons, diffusion-based measures showed less
variability and more reliable effects than other measures of brain
structure. Hence, CVL-related micro-structural changes in the superﬁ-
cial white matter seem to be either absent or subtler than those
observed within the gray matter or those related to aging. It seems that
axonal connections (e.g., thalamo-cortical ﬁbers) in the superﬁcial
white matter of V1 and V2 were not or only mildly affected by long-11lasting sensory deprivation. This is consistent with functional MRI
reports that found recovery of visual cortex activity following recovery
of retinal function by gene therapy (Ashtari et al., 2011). It must be
noted, however, that other studies reported decreased FA values in
CVL patients along sections of the subcortical visual pathway such as
the optic radiation following central vision loss (Malania et al., 2017;
Ogawa et al., 2014; Yoshimine et al., 2018). These micro-structural
alterations were primarily observed in sub-cortical structures (e.g.,
vicinity of the lateral geniculate nucleus).
Our CVL group contained both JMD and AMD patients. Both sub-
groups suffered from a damage of foveal and adjacent retinal cells.
However, they also differed by several aspects: AMD has a relatively
late onset and is caused by the accumulation of drusen that impairs the
metabolism of retinal cells (Holz et al., 2004), whereas juvenile mac-
ular dystrophy (JMD) subsumes a class of hereditary eye diseases
(Boon et al., 2009). Our results showed that in both sub-groups CVL
resulted in cortical thinning and increased gray matter diffusion.
However, there were also marked differences. Structural changes in
JMD patients primarily involved cortical thinning with only a modest
increase in GM diffusion suggesting brain atrophy without substantial
decline in cellular structures. Moreover, the structural changes were
limited to the lesion projection zone of early retinotopic visual areas.
By contrast, structural changes in AMD patients were primarily
observed in the micro-structure (increased gray matter diffusion).
Moreover, structural degeneration was observed beyond early reti-
notopic visual areas: Enhanced gray matter diffusion was also found in
the lateral occipital and temporal cortex. In addition, cortical thinning
and increased diffusion was observed in the posterior cingulate cortex.
These ﬁndings suggest that cortical degeneration in AMD patients is
more generalized than in JMD patients.
The structural alterations of AMD patients in lateral brain regions
might mediate the reduced functional connectivity of the lateral occipital
cortex observed in a previous study (Zhuang et al., 2018). To our
knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to show micro-structural alterations in the
lateral cortex of AMD patients. However, altered cytochrome-oxidase
staining patterns were observed in area V5 (posterior medial temporal
cortex) in a post-mortem examination of an 82-year-old woman (Clarke,
1994). Moreover, reduced gray matter volume of the lateral occipital
cortex was observed in patients with monocular blindness (Prins et al.,
2017). Note that these wide-spread structural alterations of AMD patients
(compared to JMD) are likely not attributable to a more severe visual
deprivation. Disease duration and scotoma size tended to be less and
visual acuity tended to be higher in AMD than in JMD patients suggesting
that low-level visual functions tended to be even less impaired in the
AMD than in the JMD sub-group. Hence, the extensive micro-structural
alterations in AMD patients are more likely related to higher-level vi-
sual functions (e.g., reading) or strategies to compensate for the CVL.
Consistent with this notion, reading speed was more strongly compro-
mised in AMD than in JMD patients. It remains elusive though whether
these behavioral limitations are the cause or the consequence of the
altered brain structure.
It is possible that the AMD-speciﬁc alterations in brain structure
beyond low-level visual pathways reﬂect a link between AMD and
other neurodegenerative mechanisms such as mild cognitive impair-
ment or Alzheimer’s disease (Ikram et al., 2012). According to this
view, the pathological mechanisms responsible for the cellular
degeneration in the retina of AMD (but not JMD) patients are also
operating in the brain. Epidemiological studies showed that
age-related macular pathologies are associated with enhanced risks for
Alzheimer’s disease (Klaver et al., 1999) or cognitive impairments
(Pham et al., 2006; Woo et al., 2012). Within this view, it is interesting
that we observed cortical thinning (and enhanced diffusion) in the
posterior cingulate cortex of AMD patients. Cortical thinning (Leh-
mann et al., 2010) and reduced metabolism (Minoshima et al., 1997)
in the posterior cingulate cortex are characteristic markers for Alz-
heimer’s disease (Leech and Sharp, 2014).
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Our surface-based DTI analysis differed from previous volumetric
(Burzynska et al., 2010; Camara et al., 2007; Damoiseaux et al., 2009;
Draganski et al., 2011) or ROI-based (Malania et al., 2017; Ogawa et al.,
2014; Penke et al., 2010; Pfefferbaum et al., 2000; Sullivan et al., 2010;
Zahr et al., 2009) approaches. Our approach was motivated by the
relevance of the gray and the superﬁcial white matter in brain plasticity.
Our ﬁndings conﬁrmed that the micro-structure of the superﬁcial white
matter differs from the gray matter and the deep white matter (Eastwood
and Harrison, 2003; Oishi et al., 2008; Phillips et al., 2016; Suarez-Sola
et al., 2009). Diffusion eigenvalues varied across projection levels rela-
tive to the white-gray matter boundary. Low diffusion (e.g., MD) and low
anisotropy (FA) in gray as compared to white matter was expected based
on previous work (Helenius et al., 2002). However, the variation across
projection levels was not monotonic (see Fig. 2a). In particular, diffusion
of the ﬁrst eigenvalue (AD) showed an inverted U-shaped distribution
suggesting that deep white matter was characterized by other cellular
properties than superﬁcial white matter.
The surface-based analysis also mitigatedmethodological problems of
volumetric whole-brain approaches such as inter-subject normalization
(Bach et al., 2014). However, it may be argued that partial-volume effects
and spatial smoothing across projection levels (0.5 mm inWM)may have
compromised our ﬁndings as the voxel size (2.5 mm isotropic for
diffusion-based measures) was larger than the distance between projec-
tion levels. Nevertheless, volume averaging likely had only a negligible
effect on our main results: As demonstrated by the factor analysis (Fig. 3),
white matter projections were sharply separated from gray matter pro-
jections. In order to test whether volume averaging with the
cerebro-spinal ﬂuid contaminated our ﬁndings, we also examined MRI
measures outside the gray matter. This analysis showed that MRI prop-
erties differed for projections beyond the pial-gray matter boundary from
those observed within the gray matter.
Age effects in our study were only examined by a linear regressor.
Previous studies suggested a non-linear (e.g., an inverse U-shaped)
relationship (Chang et al., 2015; Yeatman et al., 2014). For instance, MRI
correlates increase during childhood and adolescence, peak at around
20–40 years, and decline in elderly. However, these previous studies
examined a broader age range (e.g., 7–87 years) and a linear model is
likely an acceptable approximation for the age range of the current study
(19–84 years). We examined both Age effects and CVL effects in a com-
bined analysis. This allowed us to control for confounding effects of Age
on CVL. However, it might be argued that our Age effects were
contaminated by CVL effects. Therefore, we performed control analyses
including only the normally sighted (NV) group. These analyses (Sup.
Figs. S2 and S3) showed very similar result patterns as our main analysis.
Our comparison of diffusion-based measures with tissue-dependent
measures revealed several important characteristics. Diffusion-based
measures are very sensitive measures. Variability within the same
brain tissue (e.g., same projection level of white or gray matter) was quite
low. Variability across brains primarily reﬂected Age and Group effects.
Diffusion-based measures were quite speciﬁc. Little correlation was
found with other measures of brain structure. Cortical thickness showed
less speciﬁcity than any of the diffusion-based measures. However, a
single measure of diffusion (e.g., mean diffusion) is not sufﬁcient to fully
explain micro-structural changes due to aging or central vision loss.
Although changes in MD were most prominent, some mechanisms were
best detected by measures of diffusion-shape.
5. Conclusions
Our surface-based DTI analysis revealed signiﬁcant age-related
changes of the brain micro-structure in the gray and superﬁcial white
matter. Aging resulted in cortical thinning, enhanced T1w, reduced T2w,
enhanced diffusion, reduced anisotropy, and less tubular diffusion.
Structural changes were observed across most of the cortex. However,12DTI-based measures, tissue-dependent measures, and cortical thickness
were sensitive to relatively distinct degenerative mechanisms: Whereas
frontal regions showed atrophy that is likely accompanied by gliosis,
structural changes in occipital brain regions likely reﬂect reduced neural
density, demyelination, and enhanced iron concentrations. Central vision
loss resulted in enhanced diffusion in the occipital gray matter (central
visual ﬁeld representation) but preserved integrity of the superﬁcial
white matter suggesting that visual deprivation is associated with
reduced neural density and gliosis but preserved axonal structures in the
lesion projection zone. The micro-structural differences of JMD patients
are consistent with secondary degeneration due to sensory deprivation,
whereas the micro-structural differences of AMD patients likely result
from additional degenerative mechanisms.
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